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Joint Rate Control and Scheduling for Real-Time
Wireless Networks
Shuai Zuo, I-Hong Hou, Tie Liu , Ananthram Swami , and Prithwish Basu

Abstract—This paper studies wireless networks with multiple real-time flows that have stringent requirements on
both per-packet delay and long-term average delivery ratio.
Each flow dynamically adjusts its traffic load based on
its observation of network status. When the requirements
of per-packet delay and delivery ratio are satisfied, each
flow obtains some utility based on its traffic load. We aim
to design joint rate control and scheduling policies that
maximize the total utility in the system. We first show that
the problem of maximizing total utility can be formulated
as a submodular optimization problem with exponentially
many constraints. We then propose two simple distributed
policies that require almost no coordination between different entities in the network. The total utilities under
these two policies can be made arbitrarily close to the
theoretical upper-bound. Extensive simulations also show
that they achieve much better performance than state-ofthe-art policies.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The demands for real-time applications such as video
streaming and online gaming in wireless network have
been increasing drastically over the decade. According
to a recent Cisco report [1], mobile video traffic will
increase eleven-fold between 2015 and 2020, and account
for three quarters of the overall mobile traffic by 2020.
These applications can lead to severe network congestion
in wireless networks. Further, real-time applications have
some unique features, such as hard per-packet delay
requirement and delivery ratio requirement, that separate
them from traditional non-real-time applications. Directly
employing standard congestion control and resource allocation policies without explicitly addressing these features
can thus lead to poor network performance.
In this paper, we study wireless systems that consist of
multiple real-time flows where each flow can dynamically
adjust its traffic load. Each flow has a hard per-packet
delay requirement to meet real-time constraint, as well
as a packet delivery ratio requirement to ensure data integrity. When both delay and delivery ratio requirements
are satisfied, each flow obtains some utility based on its
traffic load. We can consider the application of video call,
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such as Skype and Facetime, as a motivating example for
our problem. In video call, the application can change
its traffic load by changing its video encoding scheme,
where better video quality leads to larger traffic load.
Packets of video call need to be delivered within a certain
delay bound, typically around 20ms, or end users may
experience severe conversation interruptions due to delay.
A high ratio of packets, typically around 90% - 95%, need
to be successfully delivered to ensure video frames can be
decoded and played smoothly.
We aim to design joint rate control and scheduling
policies that achieve the maximum system-wide total
utility. We propose an analytical model that incorporates
the aforementioned features of real-time applications and
the stochastic nature of wireless transmissions. The problem of maximizing total utility can then be modeled
as a submodular optimization problem with exponentially many constraints. While there exists polynomialtime algorithms that solve the submodular optimization
problem, they still incur high computational complexity
and rely on centralized algorithms.
We then propose two distributed policies where traffic
load is determined by each flow, packet scheduling is
determined by the access point (AP), and there is almost
no coordination between flows and the AP. These two
policies have very low complexity and can be easily
implemented. We prove that both distributed policies
satisfy all real-time application requirements. Moreover,
both policies achieve a total utility that can be made
arbitrarily close to the theoretical upper-bound.
Our proposed policies are further evaluated by ns-2
simulations. We compare our policies against three other
policies based on state-of-the-art mechanisms. Simulation
results demonstrate that our policies achieve much better
performance than other policies under a wide range of
different scenarios.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
summarizes some existing studies. Section III introduces
our analytical model. Section IV shows that the problem
can be modeled as a submodular optimization problem,
and introduces a centralized algorithm to solve it. Section
V describes our two proposed distributed policies. Section
VI analyzes the performance of our policies and proves
that they achieve near-optimal total utility. Section VII
demonstrates our simulation results. Finally, Section VIII
concludes the paper.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Since the pioneering work of Kelly [12], the study
of controlling networks using an optimization approach
has continued for over two decades. Lin and Shroff [14]
proposed a joint rate control and scheduling algorithm for
non real-time applications in multi-hop wireless networks.
Similarly, Eryilmaz and Srikant [4] designed and analyzed
a joint algorithm with rate control, routing and scheduling
for non real-time clients in wireless networks. Further,
Luna et al. [15] studied the utility maximization problem
and proposed a joint control algorithm for video streaming applications. However, these works do not consider
the deadline requirements in real-time applications.
Within this decade, there have been a number of
works aimed at the control of wireless applications with
stringent deadline requirements. Hou [6] and Hou et al.
[7] proposed feasible scheduling algorithms for unreliable
wireless networks subject to deadline constraints. Li and
Eryilmaz [13], Xiong et al. [18] and Mao [16] explored
the joint control problem for multi-hop wireless networks
where clients have deadline constraints. However, these
studies assumed that the transmission rates are fixed,
whereas the transmission rate for real-time applications
may change in response to the network state and in turn
affect control decisions.
Chen et al. [3] studied the single user wireless system
with real-time video transmission and formulated this
problem as a Markov Decision Problem (MDP). However,
such MDP approach suffers from the curse of dimensionality and is thus infeasible for systems with multiple users.
Kang et al. [11] also focused on a single user system
and their work does’t provide an analysis of optimality.
Huang et al. [10] and Zhao and Lin [20] studied video
streaming wireless networks with multiple deadline constraints users. However, [10] didn’t provide the optimality
guarantees for their heuristic algorithm. The optimality of
algorithms in [20] is based on the assumption that the
system includes a large number of channels and users.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL

AND

P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

We extend the model in [7] to incorporate dynamic
rate control policies for real-time applications. Consider
a wireless system with one access point (AP) serving M
wireless clients. Each client is associated with a downlink
real-time flow that can adaptively adjust its data rate
based on network congestion. Time is slotted and indexed
as t = 1, 2, . . . , where the duration of a time slot is
chosen to be the amount of time needed to transmit a
data packet and an ACK. Wireless transmissions can be
unreliable, and we say that each transmission for client m
is successful with probability pm . By requiring ACKs for all
transmissions, the AP has the feedback information about
whether a transmission is successful, and may retransmit
the same packet if previous transmissions fail. In the
downlink scenario, sources of real-time flows have reliable and wired connections to the AP, and can therefore

obtain feedback information, such as channel state and
whether a transmission is successful from the AP.
Each real-time flow has some stringent per-packet delay
bound. Specifically, we say that the flow of client m
generates packets periodically with period Tm , and the
delay bound of m is the same as its period. Therefore,
if a period of m starts at time t, then all packets of m
generated at time t need to be delivered on or before
the end of the period at time t + Tm − 1. Packets that
are not delivered within their respective delay bounds are
dropped from the system.
Our theoretical analysis focuses on the special case
where all clients have the same Tm ≡ T , and all their
first periods start at time t = 1. We can then group time
slots into intervals, where each interval consists of all
time slots in (kT, (k + 1)T ], for some integer k. All flows
generate packets at the beginning of each interval, and
all these packets are either delivered before the end of
the interval, or dropped from the system at the end of
the interval. In Section VII, we will demonstrate that our
proposed policies achieve good performance even when
different clients have different periods.
We consider real-time applications that can adjust their
data rates, such as video applications that can choose
among different resolutions. At the beginning of each
interval, the flow of client m generates rm packets, where
rm lies in [0, Rm ]. The quality of experience of client m
is then determined by rm , and we say it receives utility
Um (rm ), where Um (·) is assumed to be an increasing
and strictly concave function. On the other hand, client
m requires that at least a portion qm of its packets are
delivered on time. When its flow generates rm packets per
interval, client m requires that its throughput be at least
rm qm packets per interval. We note that, in our model,
delivering more than qm of client m’s packets does not
further improve its utility. This assumption is based on
existing studies on Skype video quality [2], [19], where
they show that the video quality has a significant drop
when packet loss rate exceeds 6 ∼ 10%, but stays rather
stable as long as the packet loss rate is below 6%.
We aim to find policies that jointly control the data
rate of each flow and the packet schedulingP
decisions of
the AP so as to maximize the total utility, m Um (rm ),
while ensuring that the throughput of each client m is at
least rm qm . In order to simplify the formulation of this
problem, we first divide each client into Rm sub-clients,
where each sub-client can generate at most one packet
in each interval. We set pn = pm and qn = qm if n is
a sub-client of m. We say that the i-th sub-client of m
generates a packet if and only if rm ≥ i. Further, when
a sub-client n who is the i-th sub-client of m generates a
packet, it receives a utility ui := Um (i) − UP
m (i − 1). Let N
be
the
set
of
all
sub-clients,
we
then
have
m Um (rm ) =
P
u
1(sub-client
n
generates
a
packet),
where
1(·) is
n∈N n
the indicator function. Our problem is to P
find the optimal
subset O of sub-clients that maximizes
n∈O un , while
ensuring that the throughput of each sub-client n ∈ O is
at least qn .
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Hou et al. [7] have derived a necessary and sufficient
condition for checking whether it is feasible to ensure a
throughput of qn for each n ∈ O.
Theorem 1: A throughput of qn for each n ∈ O is
feasible if and only if
X qn
≤ F (S), ∀S ⊆ O,
(1)
pn
n∈S
P
where F (S) := E[min{T, n∈S γn }], and γn is a geometric random variable with mean p1n . ✷
By definition, F (S) is increasing in the sense that
F (S1 ) ≥ F (S2 ) if S2 ⊆ S1 . The condition (1) is then
equivalent to
X qn
1(n generates a packet) ≤ F (S), ∀S ⊆ N.
pn
n∈S

Let xn := pqnn 1(n generates a packet). The problem of
maximizing total utility can then be formulated as
Max

X u n pn
n

s.t.

X

qn

xn

xn ≤ F (S), ∀S

n∈S

xn ∈ {0,

qn
}, ∀n
pn

We relax the last constraint to transform this integer
programming problem into a linear programming problem:
Max

X u n pn
n

s.t.

X

qn

xn

xn ≤ F (S), ∀S

n∈S

0 ≤ xn ≤

qn
, ∀n
pn

(2)
(3)
(4)

In this paper, we aim to design joint rate control and
scheduling policies that solve problem (2)-(4).
IV. A C ENTRALIZED G REEDY A LGORITHM
In this section, we propose a centralized greedy algorithm that solves problem (2)-(4) optimally using techniques developed for submodular optimization.
Let Ω be a nonempty finite set and R be the set of real
numbers. A real-valued function f : 2Ω → R is called
submodular over the subsets of Ω if, for ∀X ⊂ Y ⊆ Ω,
and ∀n ∈
/ Y , we have
f (X ∪ {n}) − f (X) ≥ f (Y ∪ {n}) − f (Y )
P
It has been shown that F (S) := E[min{T, n∈S γn }] is
a submodular function.
Lemma 2 (Theorem 1, [8]): F (S) is a submodular
function over all subsets of N.
Since F (S) is a submodular function, the problem
(2)-(4) is called a submodular optimization problem with
vector constraints [5], and there exists a greedy algorithm

that solves the problem. The greedy algorithm works
as follows: it first sorts all sub-clients in the order of
u1 p1
≥ uq22p2 ≥ . . . . It calculates x1 , x2 , . . . xN in this
q1
order one by one. The assignment of xn is according to
xn = F̂ ({1, 2, . . . , n}) − F̂ ({1, 2, . . . , n − 1}), where F̂ (·) is
defined as
X qn
F̂ (S) = min {F (Z) +
}.
Z⊆S
pn
n∈S\Z

The greedy algorithm is summarized in Alg.1. It has
been shown that the greedy algorithm finds the optimal
solution under some mild conditions.
Algorithm 1 Greedy algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

xn ← 0, ∀n
Sort all sub-clients such that uq11p1 ≥ uq22p2 ≥ . . .
n←1
xn = F̂ ({1, 2, . . . , n}) − F̂ ({1, 2, . . . , n − 1})
n ← n + 1, go to step 4

∗
∗
Theorem 3 (Theorem 3.3, [5]):
P Let ∗x1 , x2 , . . . be the
optimal solution to (2)-(4). If n∈N xn = F (N), then the
greedy algorithm produces the optimal solution.
According to [9], given F (Z) for every subset Z ⊆ S,
F̂ (S) can be computed in O((|N|5 EO + |N|6 ) log |N|) time,
where EO is the time to evaluate function F (Z). However, calculating F (Z) is difficult since it does not have
a simple closed-form expression. Moreover, the greedy
algorithm is a centralized algorithm and it does not provide any solution to packet scheduling. In most real-time
applications, rate control occurs at the client side while
the scheduling of the transmission of packets naturally
occurs at the AP side. Therefore, distributed solutions that
only requires limited coordination between the AP and
clients are highly desirable.

V. D ISTRIBUTED P OLICIES FOR J OINT R ATE C ONTROL
S CHEDULING

AND

In this section, we propose two joint rate control and
scheduling policies. One is a fully distributed policy that
requires almost no information exchange between the AP
and clients. The other policy is similar to the first one, but
employs a global variable to achieve a better convergence
rate.
Both of our policies have two components: First, each
client m determines rm , which is the number of packets
it generates in each interval. This is equivalent to determining the values of xn in problem (2)-(4). We call
this component the rate control problem. Second, the AP
determines its scheduling decisions so as to provide a
throughput of qm rm to each client m. We call the second
component the scheduling problem.
We introduce variable xn (k) to capture the client’s
solution to the rate control problem, defined as follows:
At the beginning of each interval k, The client sets the
value xn (k) ∈ {0, pqnn } for its corresponding sub-client n.
If xn (k) = pqnn , sub-client n generates a “real” packet in
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the k-th interval. If xn (k) = 0, sub-client n generates a
“dummy” packet. Therefore, P
the flow of client m genm
erates a total number of ( pqm
Pn:sub-clients of m xn (k))
m
real packets, and (Rm − pqm
n:sub-clients of m xn (k))
dummy packets. We require m to generate dummy packets so that it always has Rm packets forPtransmissions
K
E[x (k)]
in each interval. Define x̄n , lim inf K→∞ k=1 K n
as
the long-term average of xn (k). The long-term average
number of real packets generated by sub-client n is then
pn
qn x̄n , and it requires a throughput of pn x̄n .
The AP employs a scheduling policy to determine the
transmission of packets in each interval. Let wn (k) be
the number of time slots that the AP used for transmitting the packet for sub-client n in interval k. Due
to unreliable wireless transmissions, the value of wn (k)
depends on both the employed scheduling policy and the
random packet
PK loss events in the interval. Define w̄n ,
E[w (k)]
lim inf K→∞ k=1 K n . Hou et al. [7] have established
the following relations between w̄n and throughput of n.
Lemma 4 (Lemma 1, [7]): The throughput of subclient n is at least pn x̄n if and only if w̄n ≥ x¯n .
Given {xn (k)} and {wn (k)}, we define a deficiency for
each sub-client n as follows:
Dn (k + 1) = Dn (k) + xn (k) − wn (k),

(5)

with Dn (0) = 0, for all n. By Lemma 4, the throughput
of n is at least pn x̄n if lim supk→∞ Dnk(k) ≤ 0.
A. Fully Distributed Policy
Our first rate control and scheduling policy, named as
the fully distributed policy, employs the deficiency given
in (5) and it works as follows.
Rate Control Policy of Clients: Let V > 0 be a control
parameter. At the beginning of each interval k, the AP sets
xn (k) to pqnn , and generates a real packet for sub-client n,
if un ≥ qnpDnnV(k) . It sets xn (k) to 0 and generates a dummy
packet if un < qnpDnnV(k) .
Scheduling Policy of the AP: At the beginning of each
interval, the AP sorts all sub-clients according to their
deficiencies such that D1 (k) ≥ D2 (k) ≥ . . . and schedules
packet transmissions for the sub-clients according to this
order. In particular, in each time slot in the interval,
the AP schedules the sub-client n with the largest Dn (k)
among those whose packets have not been delivered and
Dn (k) > 0. If the AP has delivered all packets for all
sub-clients with Dn (k) > 0, then the AP idles for the
remaining time slots in the interval. 1
Many real-time applications generate packets that have
dependencies. For example, in scalable video coding, a
1 We note that our scheduling policy is not work-conserving in the
sense that it does not transmit any packets with Dn (k) ≤ 0, even
when there are no packets with Dn (k) > 0 to transmit. This artificial
constraint is needed for the performance analysis in Section VI. One
can obviously modify the policy by allowing it to schedule packets with
Dn (k) ≤ 0. Whether such a modified policy remains optimal, and
whether it improves convergence speed, is an interesting question for
future research.

video frame is separated into a base layer and several
enhancement layers. Enhancement layers cannot be decoded without the base layer, while the base layer can be
decoded independently. It is then required to transmit the
base layer before transmitting enhancement layers. For
these applications, when the AP schedules a sub-client n
of client m, it transmits the first undelivered packet of m.
Algorithm 2 Fully distributed policy
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Dn ← 0, ∀n
for each interval do
xn ← pqnn 1{un ≥ qpnnDVn }, ∀n
wn ← 0, ∀n
Sort all sub-clients such that D1 ≥ D2 ≥ . . .
j←1
for each time slot in the interval do
if Dj > 0 then
Transmit for j
wj ← wj + 1
if the transmission is successful then
j ←j+1
end if
end if
end for
Dn ← Dn + xn − wn , ∀n
end for

Our fully distributed policy is summarized in Alg.2.
In each interval, the AP computes Dn (k) and xn (k) for
all sub-clients. Consequently, each flow generates packets
according to it’s corresponding xn s. After that, the AP
only needs to sort packet transmissions for all sub-clients
according to their deficiencies. The complexity on the
AP’s side is O(|N| log |N|). In the next section, we will
demonstrate that our policy converges to a point that can
be made arbitrarily close to the optimum solution to (2)(4).
B. Policy with A Small Overhead
We propose a second policy, which is called the policy
with a small
overhead. In this policy, the AP computes
P
Φ(k) , n Dn (k), and broadcasts its value to all flows.
Each flow then determines its rate based on both Φ(k)
and Dn (k). The policy is described as the following:
Rate Control Policy of Clients: At the beginning of each
interval k, the AP sets xn (k) to pqnn , and generates a real
≥ qnpDnnV(k) .
packet, if un − qnpΦ(k)
nV
Scheduling Policy of the AP: The scheduling policy is
exactly the same as the fully distributed policy.
We note that the policy with a small overhead is very
similar to the fully distributed policy. The only difference is that the rate control policy in the policy with a
small overhead involves both Φ(k) and Dn (k). Intuitively,
the value of Φ(k) reflects the congestion of the whole
network. By taking Φ(k) into account, the policy with a
small overhead should achieve better convergence rate,
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which we indeed demonstrate by simulations in Section
VII. The detailed algorithm for the policy with a small
overhead is described in Alg. 3 and it has a complexity of
O(|N| log |N|).

where B is a bounded constant since xn (k) and wn (k) are
both bounded for all n. Therefore,
X u n pn

xn (k)|D(k)]
qn
X
X u n pn
≤ E[
Dn (k)(xn (k) − wn (k)) − V
xn (k)|D(k)] + B
qn
n
n
X
u n pn
= E[ (Dn (k) − V
)xn (k)|D(k)]
qn
n
X
− E[
Dn (k)wn (k)|D(k)] + B
E[L(D(k + 1)) − L(D(k)) − V

n

Algorithm 3 Policy with a small overhead
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Dn ← 0, ∀n
for eachPinterval do
Φ ← n Dn
xn ← pqnn 1{un − pqnn VΦ ≥ qpnnDVn }, ∀n
wn ← 0, ∀n
Sort all sub-clients such that D1 ≥ D2 ≥ . . .
j←1
for each time slot in the interval do
if Dj > 0 then
Transmit for j
wj ← wj + 1
if the transmission is successful then
j ←j+1
end if
end if
end for
Dn ← Dn + xn − wn , ∀n
end for
VI. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS

In this section, we show that our two proposed policies
are both asymptotically optimal and feasible, as formally
stated in Theorem 5 and Theorem 6, respectively.
Theorem 5:PKLet
x̄n
be
the
value
of
k=1 E[xn (k)]
lim inf K→∞
under the fully distributed
K
policy. For any controlled parameter V > 0, the longterm average total utility achieved under this policy
satisfies:
X u n pn
X u n pn
B
x̄n ≥
x∗n − ,
q
q
V
n
n
n
n

where {x∗n } is the optimal solution to problem (2)-(4),
and B is a bounded constant. Further, the fully distributed
policy satisfies all throughput requirements by providing
a throughput of at least pn x̄n to each sub-client n.
Proof: Let D(k) be the vector containing all Dn (k),
and define a Lyapunov function with respect to {Dn (k)}
as follows:
!
1 X 2
Dn (k) .
L(D(k)) ,
2
n
We then have, under any policy and constant V ,

n

≤ E[

X

(Dn (k)+ − V

n

− E[

X

u n pn
)xn (k)|D(k)]
qn

Dn (k)+ wn (k)|D(k)] + B,

n

where Dn (k)+ := max{0, Dn(k)}, and the last inequality follows because the fully distributed policy does not
transmit for sub-clients with negative Dn (k).
Recall that 0 ≤ xn (k) ≤ pqnn , and the fully distributed policy sets xn (k) = pqnn if and only if Dn (k) −
V unqnpn ≤ 0. Therefore, the fully distributed policy minP
imizes E[ n (Dn (k)+ − V unqnpn )xn (k)|D(k)]. Moreover,
Theorem 3 in [21] has shown that the scheduling policyPemployed by the fully distributed policy maximizes
Thus, the fully distributed
E[ n Dn (k)+ wn (k)|D(k)].
P
policy minimizes E[ n (Dn (k)+ − V unqnpn )xn (k)|D(k)] −
P
E[ n Dn (k)+ wn (k)|D(k)].
Next, consider a policy that sets xn (k) = x∗n , and
employs a stationary randomized scheduling policy that
provides a throughput of pn x∗n . Such a scheduling policy
must exist since {x∗n } satisfies all constraints in problem
(2)-(4). Let wn∗ be the expected number of transmissions
that the policy schedules n in an interval. By Lemma 4,
wn∗ ≥ x∗n .
We now have, under the fully distributed policy,
E[L(D(k + 1)) − L(D(k)) − V

X u n pn
n

≤ E[

X

(Dn (k)+ − V

n

Dn (k)+ wn (k)|D(k)] + B,

X

V

n

≤

X

(Dn (k)+ − V

n

≤ B−

n

xn (k)|D(k)]

u n pn
)xn (k)|D(k)]
qn

X

− E[

qn

u n pn ∗ X
)xn −
Dn (k)+ wn∗ + B
qn
n

u n pn ∗
x .
qn n

Summing the above inequality over k ∈ {0, 1, ..., K − 1}
E[L(D(k + 1)) − L(D(k))|D(k)]
X
and
dividing by K yields:
1
=
E[(Dn (k) + (xn (k) − wn (k)))2 − Dn2 (k)|D(k)]
2 n
K−1
V X X u n pn
E[L(D(K))] − E[L(D(0))]
1X
xn (k)]
−
E[
2
=
E[(xn (k) − wn (k)) + 2Dn (k)(xn (k) − wn (k))|D(k)]
K
K
qn
2 n
k=0 n
X u n pn
X
≤B − V
x∗ .
(6)
≤ B + E[
Dn (k)(xn (k) − wn (k))|D(k)],
qn n
n

n
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Since L(D(0)) = 0 and L(D(k)) ≥ 0, we further have
K−1
1 X X u n pn
lim inf
xn (k)]
E[
K→∞ K
qn
k=0 n
X u n pn
X u n pn
B
=
x̄n ≥
x∗n − .
q
q
V
n
n
n
n

Next, we show that the fully distributed policy provides
a throughput of at least pn x̄n to each sub-client n.
Since 0 ≤ xn (k) ≤ pqnn for all n and k, from (6), we get
1X
E[Dn2 (K)] = E[L(D(K))]
2 n

K−1
V X X u n pn
≤(B +
xn (k)])K
E[
K
qn
k=0 n
X
≤(B + V
un )K,
n

and hence
E[|Dn (K)|] ≤

s

2(B + V

X

un )K.

n

We then have,
E[L(D(k + 1)) − L(D(k))|D(k)]
X 1
X
X
≤ E[
JS (k)(
xn (k) −
wn (k))|D(k)] + B ′
|N|−2
2
S
n∈S
n∈S
X
1 X
= E[ |N|−2
(xn (k) − wn (k))(
JS (k))|D(k)] + B ′
2
n
S:n∈S
X X
1 X
(xn (k) − wn (k))(
Dl (k))|D(k)] + B ′ ,
= E[ |N|−2
2
n
S:n∈S l∈S
(7)
where B ′ is a bounded constant. For each n, there exists 2|N|−1 subsets of N that contains n. Also, for any
two different sub-clients n and l, there exists 2|N|−2
subsets P
of N that contains both n and l. Therefore,
P
2|N|−2 (Dn (k) + Φ(k)), where
S:n∈S Pl∈S Dl (k) =
Φ(k) =
l Dl (k) as defined by the policy with a small
overhead. Therefore,
X u n pn
xn (k)|D(k)]
E[L(D(k + 1)) − L(D(k))−V
qn
n
X
u n pn
≤ E[ (Φ(k) + Dn (k) − V
)xn (k)|D(k)]
qn
n
X
− E[ (Φ(k) + Dn (k))wn (k)|D(k)] + B ′
n

≤ E[

Dividing by K and letting K → ∞ yields

X

([Φ(k) + Dn (k)]+ − V

n

E[|Dn (K)|]
≤ lim
lim
K→∞
K→∞
K

q
P
2(B + V
un )K
n

K

− E[

X u n pn
n

qn

x̄n ≥

X u n pn
qn

n

x∗n −

B′
,
V

where B ′ is a bounded constant. Further, the fully distributed policy satisfies all throughput requirements.
Proof: The proof consists of two parts: we first prove
the optimality of the policy, and then prove that it provides a throughput of at least pn x̄n to each sub-client n.
PFor each subset S ⊆ N of sub-clients, define JS (k) ,
n∈S Dn (k). JS (k) can be expressed recursively as follows,
JS (k + 1) = JS (k) +

X

xn (k) −

n∈S

X

wn (k),

n∈S

with JS (0) = 0. Let D(k) be the vector containing all
Dn (k). Define a Lyapunov function as:
L(D(k)) ,

1
2|N|−1

X
S

JS2 (k).

(Φ(k) + Dn (k))+ wn (k)|D(k)] + B ′ .

n

= 0,

and hence the throughput of each sub-client n is at least
pn x̄n .
Theorem 6:PKLet
x̄n
be
the
value
of
E[x (k)]
under the policy with a small
lim inf K→∞ k=1 K n
overhead. For any control parameter V > 0,

X

u n pn
)xn (k)|D(k)]
qn

By its design, the policy with a small overhead minimizes
X
u n pn
)xn (k)|D(k)]
E[ ([Φ(k) + Dn (k)]+ − V
qn
n
X
− E[ (Φ(k) + Dn (k))+ wn (k)|D(k)].
n

Now, consider a policy that sets xn (k) = x∗n for all k,
and employs a stationary randomized scheduling policy
so that the average number of transmissions scheduled
for sub-client n in each interval is wn∗ ≥ x∗n . Therefore,
for any given D(k), we have, under the policy with a
small overhead,
X u n pn
E[L(D(k + 1)) − L(D(k))−V
xn (k)|D(k)]
qn
n
X
u n pn ∗
)xn
≤
([Φ(k) + Dn (k)]+ − V
qn
n
X
−
(Φ(k) + Dn (k))+ wn∗ + B ′
n

′

≤ B −V

X u n pn
n

qn

x∗n ,

and therefore,

K−1
E[L(D(K))] − E[L(D(0))]
V X X u n pn
xn (k)]
−
E[
K
K
qn
k=0 n
X u n pn
≤B ′ − V
x∗n .
(8)
q
n
n
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Since L(D(0)) = 0 and L(D(k)) ≥ 0, we thus have

K→∞

K−1
X u n pn
X u n pn
1 X X u n pn
B′
xn (k)] =
x̄n ≥
x∗n − 450.
E[
K
qn
qn
qn
V
n
n
n
k=0

On the other hand, notice that 0 ≤ xn (K) ≤
n and K. Therefore, from (8), we get
1 X
E[JS2 (K)] = E[L(D(K))]
2N −1

qn
pn

for all

Total utility
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K−1
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K
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X
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n

and hence

350

lim

K→∞

r
P
un )K
2N −1 (B ′ + V
n

K

= 0,

for any subset S. This also implies that
n (K)|]
= 0, and the throughput of sublimK→∞ E[|DK
client n is at least pn x̄n .

300

Total utility

E[|JS (K)|]
≤
K→∞
K
lim

10
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Round Robin
Optimal

250

VII. S IMULATION R ESULTS
We have implemented the fully distributed policy and
the policy with a small overhead in ns-2, and we demonstrate our simulation results in this section. We consider
both cases where all clients have the same period, Tm ≡
T, ∀m, and where different clients have different periods.
We compare our policies with three competing policies.
The first policy applies an Additive Increase Multiplicative
Decrease (AIMD) rate control scheme. In particular, client
m increases rm by 1 if all its real packets in the previous
interval are delivered on time, and sets rm to ⌈rm /2⌉,
otherwise. The second policy applies an Additive Increase
Additive Decrease (AIAD) rate control scheme, where
client m increases rm by 1 if all its real packets in the
previous interval are delivered on time, and decreases
rm by 1, otherwise. Both policies employ the scheduling
policy of our fully distributed policy for packet scheduling.
The third policy employs the rate control policy of the
fully distributed policy, but uses round-robin for packet
scheduling.
We evaluate these policies through
P three different metrics: The first is the total utility, m Um (rm ), where rm
is the average number of packets that client m generates
perPinterval. The second is the total deficiency, defined
D (k)+
as n kn
. The AP delivers the required
throughput,
P
D (k)+

qm rm , to each client m if and only if n kn
converges to 0. Finally, we also evaluate the total variance
of the number of packets that client m generates in
each interval. Many existing studies have shown that a
high variance in data rate can result in poor quality of
experience (QoE). A desirable policy should therefore
achieve low total variance.

200
0
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10

15

20

25

30

35

40

Time(sec)

(b) Fixed QoS requirements

Fig. 1: Total utility

A. Homogeneous Period
We consider a WiFi system where the AP serves 4
clients, each of which has Rm = 6. Therefore, there are
24 sub-clients in the system. The interval length is set to
be 20ms, and each interval is composed of 25 consecutive
time slots when the AP transmits at 11 Mb/s.
We consider two different scenarios. In the first scenario, clients have different service requirements, but the
same channel reliability. According to the study in [17],
we choose the utility function of client m as 5 log(rm +
0.001) + (15 + m)rm . In addition, we set qm = (83 + 2m)%
and pm = 0.65. In the second scenario, clients have
different wireless channel conditions, but the same service
requirements. We set p1 = 0.65, p2 = 0.55, p3 = 0.6 and
p4 = 0.5. The utility function of m is 5(log(rm +0.001)+15,
and we choose qm = 0.9 for all clients.
Simulation results on the three performance metrics
are shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. In both scenarios, our
policies achieve higher total utility than the other three
policies, and also satisfy the throughput requirements of
all flows. Further, our policies result in performance with
smaller variances than other policies. It is also observed
in the simulation that the policy with a small overhead
seems to have better transitional performance than the
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VIII. C ONCLUSION
We investigated the utility maximization problem for
real-time applications with stringent deadlines. We formulate this problem as a submodular optimization problem.

30
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Fig. 3: Variance of r1
480

fully distributed policy in that its total utility converges
to the optimal value faster, and its total deficiency also
converges to 0 faster.

460

440

Total utility

Next, we consider systems where different flows have
different periods Tm . We consider a WiFi system where
the AP serves 4 clients. Clients 1 and 2 have Rm = 3
and Tm = 20ms, while clients 3 and 4 have Rm = 7 and
Tm = 25ms. The utility functions are U1 (r1 ) := 5 log(r1 +
0.001) + 15r1, U2 (r2 ) := 5 log(r2 + 0.001) + 17r2, U3 (r3 ) :=
5 log(r3 + 0.001) + 23r3 and U4 (r4 ) := 5 log(r4 + 0.001) +
25r4 . We set qm = (83 + 2m)% and pm = 0.65.
The simulation results are shown in Figs.4, 5, and 6.
Both of our policies still perform better than the other
three policies in both total utility and total variance. This
result suggests that our proposed policies can still achieve
better performance when clients have different periods.

25
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Fig. 2: Total deficiency

B. Heterogeneous Periods
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Fig. 4: Total utility in heterogeneous case

Since there is no standard technique that can solve it efficiently, we propose two asymptotically optimal policies,
both of which have very low complexity. The performance
of our policies is further evaluated via ns-2 simulation. All
simulation results show that our policies achieve better
performance than three other competing policies.
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Fig. 5: Total deficiency in heterogeneous case
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